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MAGNETIC  ENERGY
SURVEY

Maintain healthy nervous & immune System

Act with clarity and purposeful intention.  

Guided by an elevated conscious mind

Navigate life with a balanced and neutral mind

Engage with emotions and intuition 

Transcend polarities

Initiate change with grace, dignity, and humility

Communicate powerfully and prolifically

Emotionally prosperous & self-reliant 

Nourished Relationships 

Enrichment of Others

Reliably Truthful

Group collaboration and community

You access creativity and innovative thinking

!n Flow
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Result
Comparison

Add up how many "yes" answers you have in each of the sections
The aim is to start where you are right now
From this place you have a platform to raise your consciousness
As you commit to daily practices there will be small incremental shifts

PARKING

Maintain healthy nervous & immune System (1)

Act with clarity and purposeful intention (2)

Guided by my elevated conscious mind (3)

Engage with my emotions and intuition (5)

Navigate life with a balanced and steady mind(4)

Transcend polarities (6)

Initiate change with grace, dignity and humility (7)

Communicate powerfully and prolifically (8)

Emotionally prosperous and self-reliant (9)

Nourished relationships (10)

Enrichment of Others (11)

Reliably Truthful (12)

Group collaboration not consensus (13)

You access creativity and innovative thinking 14)

Please do not check the YES box until the statement is virtually always true for you.

If the statement does not apply to you, or will never be true for you then check the YES box.

You get credit because it doesn’t apply or won’t ever happen.

There are 14 sections with 5 statements per section.

Read each statement and then circle each of them with a yes or no. Only answer yes if it is a

resounding yes.  Be rigorous with yourself if/when the statement is sometimes or usually TRUE

INSTRUCTION FOR THE STATEMENTS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES

!In Flow (15)



SUMMARY PARKING

Maintain healthy nervous & immune System (1)

Act with clarity and purposeful intention (2)

Guided by my elevated conscious mind (3)

Engage with my emotions and intuition (5)

Navigate life with a balanced and steady mind (4)

Transcend polarities (6)

Initiate change with grace, dignity and humility (7)

Communicate powerfully and prolifically (8)

Emotionally prosperous and self-reliant (9)

Nourished relationships (10)

Enrichment of Others (11)

Reliably Truthful (12)

Group collaboration not consensus (13)

You access creativity and innovative thinking (14)

mind strength (add up section 2,4,&6)

robust relationships (add up section 10,11,& 13)

resilience (add up section 1,5 & 7)

feel understood (add up section 8,9&12)

creativity, innovation (add up section 3 & 14)

BASED ON upgraded metrics in
the quest for greater happiness

(higher consciousness)

!n Flow (15)



AI participate in modern planning beyond goal setting. I consider what

habits I looking to change/upgrade.

 

When I commence a task I can focus easily without distraction

  

I live in the question - What can I do, how can I be today to align and

resonate with the life I choose to create for myself?

  

I regularly call on my values and purpose to help with decision

making

  

Before I act, I check in and clarify with my ego that this is in alignment

to who I am today
yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Maintain healthy nervous & immune System (1)

M
I enjoy vibrant health and abundant energy MORE than I feel tired

and depleted of energy

I have a strong immune system and rarely get sick

I have a strong nervous system – I can stay calm and steady,

connected to my sense of self, when it seems like my world is in chaos

I can experience and process  challenging events fast and can truly

experience it without avoiding it

I manage stress well which means that my body and mind have

capacity to compute the most advantageous course of action for the

situation at hand.  

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Act with clarity and purposeful intention (2)



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no
I rarely experience darkness as it has no choice but to fall away

I regularly dislodge compulsive, neurotic and self-sabotaging patterns

that don’t serve me well

I live in a place of openness that allows me to be free of the influences

of emotions or conditioned thinking.  In other words, I see reality as it

truly is — not through the lenses of my conditioning

I can open my container of creativity and innovative thinking at will

I am in control of all aspects of myself and how I move through life.

I feel calm and proactive in my decision making with access to

intelligence which is valid/required for my current situation.

  

 I rise above agenda and the details of the world to give a balanced,

yet compassionate determination of the way forward

  

 I am not a slave to my emotion and external commotion which

makes me proactive rather than reactive

    

I operate with a neutral mind rather than look at the bright side

(positive mind) or the downside (negative mind) when making

decisions

  

 I  have a strong neutral mind which means I act on the basis of

fulfilling my life purpose, seeing the short-term and long-term effects

of my actions

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Guided by my elevated conscious mind and not

dictated to by my sub-conscious mind (3)

G
Navigate life by strengthening my three minds (4)

N



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI use my sensory system and intuition to my advantage: not blocking

out the feelings or the emotions, but consciously processing them

  

I am not reactive - where my feelings take over and I don’t participate

how I had hoped that I would.

I never override my true feelings to pretend nothing’s wrong or

disassociate and not even know that I am not participating.

  

I can successfully experience uncomfortable emotions and do not get

stuck in them

I have a relationship with my intuition, emotion and instinct.

Information is not enough. Neither is knowledge. I need my internal

GPS (wisdom).

I display/project balance into the world, as a harmonizing, consistent

and restorative influence on everything around me

I recognise that there are more than two sides to every story and can

comfortably live in a state of non attachment and acceptance with

fewer expectations and judgement.  

I exude peace and contentment as I feel my sense of purpose being

fulfilled

I operate from a place of higher consciousness, where I can recognise

when my ego or dualistic stance encourages me to cling to

conservative values

I live with openness and not from a perspective of black or white, light

or dark.

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Engage with my emotions and intuition (5)

E
Transcend polarities (6)

T



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI recognise that change and learning is continuous and lifelong. I

maintain mental. emotional. and physical flexibility. Intellect is not

enough.

  

My goal is not to avoid all disturbances—rather to deal gracefully with

the thousands of disturbances that I encounter

I can easily change perspectives and remain less emotional and

unattached to certain points of view

  

I embrace personal forms of change where I must face myself, low

self-esteem or painful memories in order to move forward

I can attract and provide solutions easily

My communication always has a purpose. Before speaking, I know

why I am talking and what I am communicating for.

I can communicate by letting go of my attachment to the outcome.  

I do not find myself trying to make a point

I never utter a word if it is not confirmed that I am noble, moral and

honourable

When I speak it is neither overdoing nor under-doing nor super-

positive nor super-negative

 

When I speak, I speak with the person.  That means I have the

concentration and capacity of how the other person feels, what they

are doing, where they are at.  My communication is not for me. My

communication is a service vehicle to reach the other person. Talking

is for the other person. Listening is for me.

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Initiate change with grace, dignity and humility (7)

I
Communicate powerfully and prolifically (8)

C



yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI live a life of courage, compassion, strength, and discipline. These

qualities enable me to conquer my inner doubts and insecurities with

steady determination and grace

I have NO energy-sabotaging habits that prevent me from accessing

my full vitality, which leads me to feel exhausted, scattered, dull… even

ill

I have empathy and compassion with myself as I embark/practise/live

all aspects of life

I am in a state where I feel there is no lack, no fear and no reaction. 

I can raise my inner and projected energy for various circumstances

There is no interference, no gap between me and the other person, no

hidden agenda

With kindness in the forefront of my mind, I deliver words, tone of

voice, and body language that are carefully, consciously considered

I am capable to amplify and direct energetic forces into the

environment to connect with people

I can recognise me in the other person and as necessary can adapt

my behaviour to forge a stronger, long lasting relationship

I react to the energy and not the content of the conversation.  In other

words, I am aware, and act based on the subtle energy in the

communication rather than focusing my intellect on the words

spoken.

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Emotionally prosperous and self-reliant (9)

E
Nourished Relationships (10)

N



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI have the energy and the inspiration to help/serve others

I can give without asking, serve without reward, and uplift others

I easily see the best in people and project that thought.  It is not in my

nature to question motive, intentions, relevancy & ability

I am tolerant and “being offended/defensive” is the last thing on my

mind.  I assume no one is out to annoy me, insult me or question my

intelligence. 

I am free from micromanaging people and situations

I practise a morally uplifted life of integrity and truth

  

 I speak with clarity of what my intention is, and I make it truthful.

 

I communicate with kindness, gratitude and truth

  

I live openly, honestly, brightly, and forthrightly. My word is so strong

that it can affect every mind; my truth is so pure that it lifts a person to

new heights

  

I never utter a word if it doesn’t confirm I am noble, honourable and

moral

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Enrichment of Others (11)

E
Reliably Truthful (12)

R



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI am a community builder.  I recognise the need/desire for people to

be part of something beyond themselves.  

I stand up for the dignity and human rights of my team members

neighbours, my community, my nation and our planet.

I invest time and energy into productively integrating team members

into the larger collective

I include everyone from diverse orientations, make everyone feel that

they are a valuable member of the collective and inspired to

contribute in their unique way

I remain free from group pressure, and at the same time

nourish/maintain my relationship with the group

I can easily let my thoughts dissipate and allow creativity channels open

I have the capacity to generate ideas that are original, unusual or novel

in some way

I easily access ideas that are satisfying, appropriate or suited to the

context in question

I recognise when my intellect takes hold and I enter overthinking mode  

I feel energy flowing or blocked in my body.  I know where I need to

open and heal

yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   no

Group collaboration, no collateral damage (13)

G
You access creativity and innovative thinking (14)

Y



yes   no

yes   no
yes   no

yes   no

yes   noI never flight to be right 

I feel confident I am in the right place for me.

I regularly explore and step into the unknown, which involves letting go

of control

I feel like I am in my lane, swimming in my current, raher than in

resistance

I never feel alone or out of place

Rejection and Criticism feel like information that I need to help me

grow.

!n flow(15)
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